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Abstract: We present an evidence based sentence extraction model which is an applica
tion of subjective logic in a document computing scenario, to rank sentences 
aceording to their írnportanec in a document. Elements from the Dempster
Shafer belief theory arc used by this model to measure the subjectíve belief 
or opinion about a sentence. The important sentences extracted by this model 
can be seen to summarize a document partially. For qualitative analysis, this 
method is compared with two different open source summarizers along with 
human extracted sentences which are used as benchmarks for this purpose. 
This model also iruproves the effect of signal to noise ratio on sentence rank 
by applying the whole evidence based model on a reduced data set to evaluate 
its stability and accuracy. Since evidence based models are cornputationally 
very expensive, here w e show that one third of the words of a document are 
sufficient to rank sentcnces similarly to human judgements, but if reduced 
further, the accuracy drops. The results show thatour evidence based model 
outperforms standard summarizers when evaluated with human ranked sen
tences. 

Keywords: subjective logic, evidence theory, summarization, sentence extraction, uncertain 
probability, summarization 

1. Introduction 

Intelligenec analysis is a complicated time eritical task which requires attention and a high 
degree of analytical judgernent under considerab le uncertainty. It generally requires that 
analysts choose from several alternative hypotheses in order to presen t the most plausible 
of these as likely explanations or outcomes for the evidence being analyzed [18]. In 
a wider context, people make their decisions based on subjective information which is 
rarely completely certain and reliable. To handie such a scenario, such as analyzing a 
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single document, we require some form of subjective data analysis as there is no volume 
information availabie about the source data. In this paper, our main motivation is to show 
ho w subjectíve belief works on single documents for sentence classification and also to 
show the effect of reduced available information on the analysis. Our approach is to deduce 
relative sentence imporlance based on frequency plus inter-sentence interaction which is 
determined by subjectíve logic. 

Standard logic deals with propositions which are either true or false. This is very unlikely 
to be useful in a human sirnation where a condition cannot be determined wi th absolute 
certainty w hether that proposition is true or false. There are other alternative logics which 
handie uncertainty and ignorance and have been applied practically to solve problems 
where thereis insufficient evidence [5], [12]. ProbabHistic logic was defined by Nillson 
[13] with the aim of comhining the capacity of deductive logic to exploit the structure and 
relationship of arguments and events, wi th the capacity of probability theory to express 
degreesof truth about those arguments and events. Belief theory represents the extension of 
classical probability by making explicit the expression of ignorance i.e., lack of information, 
by assigning belief mass to the whole state space [17]. Classical belief representation 
is qui te general, and allows complex belief structures to be expressed on arbitrary large 
state spaces as seen in Dempster-Shafer theory, which actdresses interaction based on the 
evidence (17]. The main idea behind belieftheory is to abandon the additivity princíple 
of probability theory. Instead, belief theory gives observers the ability to assign so-called 
belief mass to any subset of state spaces. A limitation of this modellies in the combination 
of evidence which may lead to counterintuitive conclusions after applying normalization 
[ 19]. To overcome this limitali on, we use J0sang's [6] model of subjective belief, as it has 
a simpier representation of belief functions called 'opinions ', which can be easily mapped 
to probability density function. 

Subjectíve logic [6] operates on subjectíve beliefs about the world and uses opinion 
to denote the representation of a subjective belief. An opinion can be interpreted as a 
probability measure containing secondary uncertainty, and thus subjective logic can be seen 
as an extension to both probabilit y calcuius and binary logic [7]. It can be seen that real 
world situations are more realistically interpreted and analyzed using this subjective logic 
when applied manually. An aim of our paper is to apply this subjectíve logic automaticaily 
to rank sentences from a document aceording to their importance. The concepts of belief 
and disbelief [6] have been incorporated to measure the uncertainty. The probability 
expectation of the sentences fonn the scores that rank the sentences by their írnportanec 
with respect to their context 

In [6], subjective logic presented by J0sang is used to model and analyze real world 
situations realistically; these real world situations are instances of open environments 
which have no specitic limitations on evidence to be gathered for giving an opinion about 
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a hypothesis. On the other hand, in a document computing environment, the evidence 
colleeted is from the document which is a elosed environment. A document consists of 
sentences, and each sentence consists of words. These form the basis for the evidence 
which we either get directly or by deriving from them. If there are n words in a document, 
then w e have 2 n possihle states (or combinations of words) which might exist in the who le 
document. The co-occurrence of words found in a sentence represents evidence which 
we derive from existing words. These represent non-atomic events belonging to zn. Now, 
we can consicter belief of a sentence torefer to the total number of states present in that 
sentence i. e, words or combinations of words existing in the sentence represent evidence. 
This presents how much information we get from a sentence about the whole document. 
Disbelief of a sentence in this context can be stated as the words which are not present 
in that sentence as weH as are not present in other sentences with which it has some 
words in common. This is 'ignorance' in Dempster-Shafer theory; so disbelief does not 
have any role in supporting a sentence or a hypothesis. Uncertainty of a sentence is the 
evidence which is plausible to support it. This means, if the sentence has some words in 
common wi th another, then the interaction of the words in the other sentence will have 
some contri bution to the meaning of this sentence. ln this con text, interaction means all 
possihle combinations of words which are presen t, either in the sentence being considered, 
or any other sentences in the document. 

Arguments in subjectíve logic are called "subjective opinions" or "opinions" for short. An 
opinion can contain degrees of uncertainty in the sense of "uncertainty about probability 
estimates". The uncertainty of an opinion can be interpreted as ignorance about the truth 
of the relevant states, or as second order probability about the first order probabilities. 
Th us, opinion about a sentence presen ts the impmtance of that sentence in a given context 
containing degrees of uncertainty. 

In this paper, besides fiuding the importance of sentences, we simultaneously reduce the 
complexi ty of the model by rcducing information for analysis wi th out significant loss of 
accuracy. It is known that most evidence based models are computationally expensive 
wi th the increase in size of the input space. W e iovestigate the reduction (or purification) 
of the available information and its effect on sentence ranking using a reduced word set 
for the who le analysis. The quality of the top ranked sentence extracted is evaluated by 
comparing them wi th human ranked sentences of the sam e documents ·and also with open 
source summarizers. 

The detailed implementation, modification and assumption of this application of the 
subjective logic based model are presented in sec. 2, followed by a detailed evaluation. 
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2. Modeling oneertain probabilities for sentem~e ranking 

In this section we present the model for uncertain probabilities [6] for sentence ranking. 

The parameters of this model are defined using sentences ín the form of hypotheses. Words 

(or terms) occurring in a sentence in a document are factsor evidence available to support 

or weaken the hypothesis. So the truth of evidence of the sentences is formulated using the 

given words or co-occurrence of words. Here three basic assumptions are made to proceed 

with this model: 
l. All thewordsor terms (removing the stop words) in the document are atomic. 

2. The sentences are unique, i.e., eae h of them occur only once in the given document. 

3. It is a elosed system where the evidence is confined within a single document. 

A document consists of sentences. In this paper, a sentence is considered to be a set of 

words separated by a stop mark(''.", "!", '"?"). Non stop words are extracted and the 

frequencies (i.e. number of occurrences) of thewordsin each sentence are calculated. 

Let us now define the notatíons which we will be using in the rest of the equations and 

explanations. ® is the frame of discemment. W e represent a document as a collection of 

words, which is .. 
(l) 

where, Dw is a document consisting of words w1, w2 ... Wn and IDwl = n. Now, 

(2) 

(3) 

where p represents the power set of the elements of 8. W e can al so represent a document 

as a collection of sentences, 
(4) 

where m is a finite integer and each s; is an element of p(®). Each sentence is comprised of 

words, which belong to the whole word collection of the document Dw. We thus represent 

each sentence S 1 by, 
S 1 = {w;,Wt. ... ,w,} E® 

where, l :<; i, k, r s n and S 1 E p(®). 

(5) 

The Belief Model The representation of uncertain prohabiliti es t 6] is based on a belief 

model similar to the one used in Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Initially a set of 

possible situations, frame of discemment are defined as in (l). It is assurned that the system 

cannot be in more than one elementary state at the same time. The elementary states in the 

frame of discernment 8 will be called atomic states because they do not contain substates. 
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Here, aU the non stop words of the document are considered to be atomic and they are the 

elements of frame of discemment. The powerset of e, denoted by 28 , contains the atomic 

states and aU possihle unions of the atomic states induding e; this is the pattem of the 

words' occurrence or co-occurrence of words in the document. Sentences are events with 

non-atomic states. Similarly, co-occurrence of words represent sub-events (represented 

by non-atomic states as weil). In this work, weactually support eventsusing atomic and 

non-atomic states considering th em to be sources of evidence within the document. 

Suppose, wehave a document D (fig.l) with 4 scntences, St. s2, s3, and s4 and 5 words, 

W[, W2, W3, W 4, and Ws respectively. So the an possihle states in the document will be 25 

which are as follows: 

{0, {wt}, {w2}, ... , {WJ,W2}, {Wz,W3}, ... , {WJ,Wz,W3}, {w2,W3,W4}, ... , {WJ,Wz,WJ,W4}, 

... {Wt,W2,W3,W4,W5}}. 

We consicter only the ones which occur at least once in the document. 

Now, the events with countable evidence are only considered for the calculations and a 

belief mass is assigned to each event. 

Definition 1 (Belief Mass Assignment) Let e be a frame of discernment. If with e ac h 

substate x E 28 a number m8 (x) is associated such that: 

l. me(x):?:: O 

2. me(0) =O 
3. LxE2e me(x) = 1 
then m0 is called a belief mass assignment in ®, or BMA for short. For each substate 

x E 28 , the number m8 (x) is called the beliefmass of x. 

BeliefMass Assignment (BMA) is defined here in the same way as madeled by J!1)sang 

[6]. We also call this probability of evidence. Let e be a frame of discernment. If with 

each substate x E 28 a number me is associated such that: 

l. me(x):?:: O 

2. me(<D) =O 

3. LxE2e me(x) = l 

In fig. l, we depict the above example. The state space contains events that form evidence 

for the problem. Each of these words w1, w2 , w3, w 4, and w 5 are atomic states, and each of 

these sentences s1, s2, s3 and s4 are non atomic states (events). All these states are from 

power set of the frame of discernment. In this case, the possible states we get from the 
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SJ l 
---><::W2 G 

-~~J 
Figure l: Example showing the occurrence of words in the sentences 

example are: 
{(wJ}, {w2}, {w:Jl, {w4}, {wsL {wt,wz}, {w2,w3}, {w3,W4), lw2,w4}, (w2,W3,w4)}. 

We calcuiatc BMA for each event by, 

( ) F(;;:) 
mx =-Z , (6) 

where F(x) = L~~=l fxk' where N is the total number of sentences in the document, x Eia, 
and fxk is the frequency of occurrence of event x in sentence k. In words, it is the total 

frequency of that event in all the sentences (or the who le document). 

Z == L F(x), x E ia 
Vx#IJ 
1~*0 

(7) 

Z is the total frequency of the all the events which has valid evidence of truth (whose 

frequency is non zero ). In this example, as shown in l, let us assume that frequency of each 

of these words be l in eae h sentence. So, Z = 12. Now, w e can see that s1 has two words, 

w1 and w2. Wehave three different sub-states with non zero evidence; m(w!), m(wz), and 

m(Wt,W2) == m(sl). 

Definition 2 (BeliefFunction) Let 8 be a frame of discernment, and let me be a BMA 
on ®. Then the belief function corresponding wi th me is the function b : 2°1 _, [0, l] 

defined by: 

b( x) = L me(y), x,y E 28 (8) 
y<;;x 

Now, in context to the example, we calculate the belief of a sentence, b(s1) = m(w!) + 

m(w2) + m(w1,w2). Similarly, an observer's disbelief must be interpreted as the total belief 

that a state is not true. 
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Definition 3 (DisbeHef Function) Let e be a frame of discernment, and let me be a BMA 

on e. Then the disbelieffunction corresponding with m8 is thefunction d: 28 --+ [0,1] 

defined by: 

d(x) = ~ me(y), x,y E 28 . (9) 

ynx=0 

If we now consíder the example, we calculate rnsbelief of St by d( st)= m(w3) + m(w4) + 

m(w3,w4) + m(ws). 

Definition 4 (Uncertainty Function) Let e be a frame of discemment, and let me be 

a BMA on e. Then the uncertainty function con·esponding with mt-l is the junction 

u : 2~'l --+ (O, 1 J de fine d by: 

u(x) = .L; me(y), x,y E 2e. 

ynxt0 
y ct, x 

(10) 

From Josang's research concept, w e can get Belief Functiou Additivity which is expressed 

as: 
b(x) + d(x) + u(x) = 1, x E i"\ x if::- 0. (11) 

One can simply calculate the uncertainty of a sentence by using (ll), Le., u(st) = l -

(b( si)+ d(s1 )). 

Definition 5 (Relative Atmnicity) Let 0 be a frame of discernment and let x,y E 2°. 

any given y * 0 the relative atomicity (}/x to y is the function a : 28 _, [O, l] 

defined by: 
lx n :vl e n. 

a(x/y) = lY!--, x,y E 2 , y if::- VJ, (12) 

In this case, we get the following relative atomicity for sentence s 1 as: 
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a(s /{w w }) = lstlnl!w2,w3ll = l 
l 2• 3 l{w2,w31) 2 

a(s /{w w3 w }) = a(s /s2) = lsdnl!w2,wJ,w4ll = l 
l 2• ' 4 l ltw2,WJ,W4 }1 3 

a(sJ!w5 ) = a( st! s4) = lst1~~rsl = ~ = O 
Likewise, we calculate the atomicity for other sentences. 

Definition 6 (Probability Expectation) Let e be a frame of discemment with BMA me 

then the probability expectation [unctio n corresponding wi th me is the [unctio n E : 2° ~ 
[0,1] defined by: 

E(x) = l:me(y)a(x/y), y E 2°. 
y 

So, for the given example, we calculate ProbExp for sentence s1 as follows: 

(13) 

E(s,) = m(wt)a(sl/Wt) + m(w2)a(st!w2) + m({wt.w2})a(stf{wt.w2}) + ... + m(ws)a(stfws) 

W e calculate PE of each sentence using (13). We consider sentences to be important if they 

have higher probability expectation and lower uncertainty. By doing this, we have seen 

that sentences with higher PE and lower uncertainty, have more words interacting with 

other sentences. 

Definition 7 (Opinion) Let e be a binary frame of discemment with 2 atomic states x 

and -,x, and let me be a BMA on e where b(x), d( x), u( x), and a(x) represent the belief, 

disbelief, uncertainty and relative atomicity Junctions on x in 28 respectively. Then the 

opinion about x, denoted by Wx is the tuple defined by: 

w(x) = (b(x), d(x), u(x), a(x)). (14) 

For compactness and simplicity of notation we will in the follawing denote belief, dis

belief, uncertainty and relative atomicity functions as bx, dx, Ux and ax respectively. 

Thus opinion about a sentence s1 can be expressed using these four parameters as, 

w(st) = (b(s1), d(sJ), u(s1), a(x)). 

3. Experiment 

In this paper, J!llsang's subjectíve logic [6] is implemented in a document computing 

scenario to classify sentences in a document aceording to their importance. The motivation 

and context of the paper is differentfrom that of [6], where the idea was to find opinion 

about an unknown event from the known ones at hand. But here, we are building evidence 

from a document to support an event based on i ts importance. The concept of evidence 
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400 "l 

Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 
Documents 

Figure 2: Number of words per document 

is used in the fonn of word occurrence and its interaction wi th other words in a sentence 
and probabill ty expectation of a senten ce is calculated us ing (13) and (l 0) to calcula te 
uncertainty. Sentences arc then arranged aceording to descending probabiiity expectation 
and ascending uncertainty to rank then aceording to their importance. 

3,l. Data processing 

The experiment is carried out using dífferent Cross Document Structure Theory (CST) 
data sets [15]. Each data set consists of documents related to a specitic topic such as plane 
crash, space shuttle mishap, and so on; consisting of few er documents ranging from nine 
to ten or eleven. Our main aim is to see how this model works on single documents for 
content analysis purposes, so we focussed on this kind of data set unlike other information 
retrieval areas. Among the results, we present here are documents related to a Milan plane 
crash which consists of nine single documents. These documents were parsed, tokenized, 
cleaned, and stemmed. The cleaning is done by removing the stop words. The term list 
is generated from each of the documents. The documents are camparativel y of maderate 
length as shown in fig.2. 
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3.2. Method 

The subjectíve logic imp Jementation of sentence classification has exponential time com

plexity. So, we prepared a reduced set of data to see the effects of the algorithms to 

extract sentences with them aceuratel y. Two data sets were created for each documents; 

one wi th top 25 words and the other with every third word, tagether 25 in number. First, 

we found the frequency of occurrence of the words (excluding the stop-words) from a 

document. Then we arranged them in descending order of their occurrence and c hose the 

top 25 words; as weH as choosing every third element from the list keeping 25 here also. 

Aceording to Gedeon et al., [3] choosing every third word is appropriate as we suspect 

there is significant noise in the document so eliminating 2 out of 3 words can improve the 

model by increasing the signal to noise ratio so long as enough points remain to detect the 

underlying trend. 

For shorter length documents, we kept approximately one third of the total number of 

words (approximately 25), then we gradually decreased to one sixth and then one ninth for 

the Ionger documents in order to maintain the count approximately to 25. It is seen that 

word count after the top 20 words have frequency of l in the word list for each documents. 

Statistically these words with count one will have similar contribudon in the documents. 

So, this is another reason to analyze the effect of reduced word list for determining the 

sentence ranking, 

We computed the probabilüy expectation of each sentence and uncertainty using (13) and 

(10) respectively. We ranked each sentence with increasing probability expectation (PE) 

and decreasing uncertainty; the higher the PE and the lower the uncertainty, the greater is 

the importance of the sentence in the documents th us assigning higher rank to it. 

Our main motivation is to extract important sentences from a document and use them for 

content analysis. To analyze the quality of the sentences extracted, w e need some methods 

to proceed wi th the evaluation. So in the next phase, w e perform the evaluation of this 

model where human accessors were involved to mark the important sentences which are 

used as a benchmark. This is then compared with two different open source summarizers 

MEAD [14] and OTS 1 respectively as also used by [l] for their evaluation. 

3.3. Generation of Summaries 

Summaries are broadly dassified into text extraction and text abstraction [10], [8]. For text 

extraction, sentences from the documents are used as summaries and for text abstraction 

important pieces of information are extracted and then stitched to gether to form summaries 

1http://libots.sourceforge.net/ 
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follawing some linguistic rules. This evidence based model can be used as a text extraction 
as we use the original sentences like MEAD [14], an open source surnmarizer and OTS. 
Both these methods are used as a benchmark [l] for evaluation of summaries before. 

Extraction of top ranked sentences play partialJ y therole of summarization, so for quali

tative analysis of our work, we cornpared the sentences extracted wi th open source tools 
such as MEAD and OTS. 

Available summarizers MEAD [14] is a publicly available toolkit for multi-lingual 

summarizatíon and evaluation. The toolkit implements multiple summarization algorithms 
(at arbitrary compression rates) such as position-based, Centroid, TF*IDF, and query
based methods. Methods for evaluating the quality of the summaries include co-selection 
(precision/recall, kappa, and relative utility) and content-based measures (cosine, word 
overlap, bigram overlap). We used single documents to summarize using MEAD. 

The Open Text Summarizer (OTS) is an open source tool for summarizing texts. The 
program takes a text and decides which sentences are important and which are not. It ships 
wi th Ubuntu, Fedora and other linux distributions. OTS supports many (25+) languages 
which are configured in XML files. There is pubhshed researche on summarization, where 
OTS is used as a benchmark to evaluate the performanec of summaries generated by their 
method [l], [16]. So we also used it for our comparative study for perfonnanec evaluation. 

Human ranked sentences For the evaluation of our method, we involved two human 
assessors RJ and BP. W e ga ve each of them the sets of documents. W e asked them to rank 
30% [2] of the important sentences as they read through the text. W e then colleeted those 
sentences, and then forrned extractive summaries maiutaining the ranks assigned by them 
to the sentences. 

Evidence based model (ProbExp): Jn sec.2, we described the methods of sentence 

ranking; subjectíve logic based where we ranked the sentences based on the probability 
expectation (ProbExp) and uncertainty of that sentence in that document. W e ranked the 
sentences aceording to their importance by descending PE value and ascending uncertainty 
val u e. W e took 30% [2] of the top ranked sentences. W e consicter these to represent the 
summary of the whole document. W e then compared this top 30% with the summaries 
generated by the above summarizers (human as well as automated) to perform qualitative 
evaluation. 
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3.4. Evaluation 

ROUGE evaluatio:n ROUGE [9] stands for Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting 

Evaluation. It includes measures to automaticaily deterrninc the quality of a summary by 

comparing it to other (ideal) summaries created by humans. ROUGE is a recall based 

metric for fixed length summaries. The measures count the number of over lapping units 

such as n-gram, word sequences, and word pairs between the computer-generated summary 

to be evaluated and the ideal summaries created by humans. 

For this experiment, we used both machine generated summaries as well as hum<m gener

ated summaries to compare to our evidence based approach. 

In this experirnent, we present the result with ROUGE-1 where n=l) at 95% 

confidenec leveL ROUGE is sensitivc to the length of the summaries [ll]. The results vary 

when the length of the summaries of the peer and the rnodel differs. W e have shown here 

both kinds of results: 
l. the usual conven ti on of ROUGE hy fixing the peer and model summary length to l 00; 

2. varying the length of the simply taking 30% of the top ranked sentences of 

a document as summary. 

The figures 4 to 8 present the recall curve whereas the tables 1 to 4 present the average 

recall, precision and F-measure [9] of the comparisons of all documents. 

Results In this part, summarizaHon cva!uation results are díscussed. In the figures 3 to 8 

and tables 1 to 4 some abbreviations are used, which are as follows: 

ProbExp10p: Probability Expectation with top words (reduced word set) 

ProbExp 1: Probabilit y Expeetation with every third word (reduced word set) 
3 

HumanBp: Refers to the human assessor BP 

HumanR1: Refers to the human assessor RJ 

W e mentioned that RO UGE ís sensiti ve to the length of the summaries being compared. 

So, two different forms of RO UGE evaluation are presented: by limiting the word length 

of peer and rnodel summaries to 100 (subsec.3.4.1); and without any word limitation 

(subsec.3.4.2). In bothcasesit is seen that the performanec of our evidence based model 

is as good as human ranked sentences than autamated summarizers: OTS and MEAD in 

particular. The results for ProbExp ~ show more consisten t performanec than ProbEXProp· 

When these two are compared with other autamated summarizers like MEAD and OTS, 

ProbExp10p results are more similar to thesethan ProbExp l· This suggests that MEAD 

and OTS are more foeussed on important words in a documenl The tables l to 4 present the 

overall performanec of each summarization method wi th human assessors' one. P rob Ex p 1 
3 

shows consistent performanec in all the cases. 
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3.4.1 Evaluation by limiting the length of summaries to bundred words 

Two different sets of results are shown in this section. The first is the compariso n of the 

machine generated summaries with two different human assessors Humannp (fig.3) and 

HumannJ (fig.4). The second is the comparison of our evidence based method (with top 

words, ProbExp10p and with every third, ProbExp1) with MEAD and OTS (fig.5). 
3 

In this case, our evidence based model ProbExp performs very similar to human generated 

summaries, Human8 p and HumannJ tha.1 other autamated summarizers, MEAD and OTS. 

The average performanec ProbExp 1 is betterthan ProbExp10p, showing improvement of 
3 

signal to noise ratio wi th reduction of words. Degradation of performanec in our model is 

also noticed with excess removal of words. When ProbExp is compared wi th MEAD and 

OTS, ProbExp10p has higher sirnilari ty wi th them than ProbExp l· 
3 

Comparisim between evidence based model with human assessors We can see in 

fig.3 that ProbExp 1 and ProbExp10p are more similar to human judgement given by 
3 

HumanBP· Of the other two automated ones, MEAD and OTS, OTS performs better. 

It is closer to ProbExp 1 and ProbExp1op· Here the result for ProbExp 1 is betterthan 
3 3 

ProbExp10p, since takingevery third word increases the signal to noise ratío and puri-

fies the ranking. Now, if we look at the length of the documents in fig.2, we find the 

number of words increasing with the documents. The perfonnanec of ProbExp10p and 

ProbExp 1 initíally outperformed the other two methods for the first three documents. 
3 

The performanec degraded from document 4 onwards. This is because the number of 

wordsper document started increasing from document 4 onwards (see fig.2), so in these 

docurnents approximately one sixth and one ninth of the words are considered for sentence 

ranking using our evidence based model. In this situation there is higher loss of useful 

information wi th greater reduction of words. But still it outperforms MEAD except for the 

last document, w here w e lost the maximum amount of information while reducing words 

to one ninth. 

Fi g .4 shows a similar effect to that seen in fig.3. ProbExp10p as weH ProbExp 1 is very 
3 

close to human HumanRJ· Here again the drop in performanec by our method is noticed 

for the documents with higher number of words. From these two figures w e can say that if 

we consider one third of the total number of words, this evidence based model can give us 

close results to human judgement. 

Comparison between evidence based model with automated summarizers In fig.5, 

ProbExp10p and OTS have higher overlap than ProbExp1 and OTS. ProbExp10p and 

MEAD comes next to ProbExp10p and OTS in tem1s of 3 perfonnance. Here too the 

performanec degradation is observed as seen in figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 4: RO U GE-l recall for Assessor RJ with different automated methods 
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Figure 5: ROTJGE-1 recall for evidence based model (PE) with autamated summarizers 

Table 1: Average ROUGE-1 (word limít:=lOO) Recall(R), Precision(P) and F-measure(F) 

of all documents by comparing Human sp with different automatic summarization methods 

" " """ l Avg9 AvgP AvgF" 
------~ - --·-- ---

ProbEXPtop l 0.46 0.50 0.47 

ProbExp1 0.51 l 0.5110.51 

ii1EADJ-~ 0.3~~61~ 0.40 0.37 
OTS 0.49 0.60 0.53 

:::::::::..~~--=::.-----------=--= 

It should be noticed thatusing only one third of the words, our evidence based model works 

betterthan standard summarizers when compared with human assessors. The performanec 

is boosted when w e increase Lhe signal to noise ratio by taking every third word from the 

document word list. But, summarizers like OTS and MEAD are more significant keyword 

focussed, so fig.5 shows our ProbExp10p has higher similarity wi th them than ProbExp 1. 
3 

Tables l and 2 present the average recall, precision, and F-measure of all the documents 

for both human assessors' summaries with automated ones when ROUGE parameter is 
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Table 2: Average ROUGE-1 (word limit= 100) Recall(R), Precision(P) and F-measure(F) 
of all documents by comparing HumanR1 with different automatic summarization methods 

AvgR AvgP AvgF 

ProbExpwp 0.50 0.49 0.49 

ProbExp1 0.55 0.48 0.51 
3 

MEAD 0.38 0.39 0.38 

OTS 0.45 0.50 0.47 
-

fixed to 100 words for evaluation. In both the tables similar results are noticed. As shown 
in the figures 3 and 4, here too in the tables, summaries generated by ProbExp 1 are most 

3 

similar to hmnans than ProbExp10p and then followed by OTS and MEAD. 

3.4.2 Evaluation without any specific word limit 

In this part, w e presen t RO UGE evaluation results without limiting the lengths of model 
and peer summaries. The summaries are are 30% of the totallength of a document. We 
found that RO UGE score tends to increase wilh increases in the length of the summaries. 
Like the previous evaluations for fixed length summaries, here the same comparisons are 
presented without fixing the length. The comparisan results show that our evidence based 
models behave more similady with human assessors' than MEAD and OTS. ProbExp 1 

3 

is even better than ProbExp10p (like subsec.3.4.1 ). SimHar degradation of performanec 
is noticed here like the fixed summary length evaluation results (see subsec.3.4.1 ). In the 
tables 3 and 4, similar results are observed when averaged over all documents. 

Comparison between evidence based model with human assessors In fig,6, ProbExp 1 
3 

and ProbExp10p are more similar to human assessor BP in termsof overlap than the other 
two automated standard summarizers. Though there is performanec degradation due to 
redneed data size to one six th and then to one ninth for the documents with ascending word 
length, still ProbExp10p and ProbExp 1 outperforms others. ProbExp 1 isbest among all. 

3 3 
The reason for this case is the same as in the other figures 3 to 5, due to purification of 
words increasing the signal to noise ratio. 

In fig.7 similar behaviour is observed like fig.6. For majori ty of the documents, ProbExp 1 
3 

is higher than the other models and has maximum overlap with HumanRJ· 
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Figure 6: ROUGE-1 recall for Assessor BP wi th different automated methods 
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Figure 7: ROUGE-1 recall for Assessor RJ with different automated methods 
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Figure 8: ROUGE-1 recall for evidence based model (PE) wit.h automated summarizers 

Table 3: Average ROUGE-1 (without specitic word limit) Recall(R), Precision(P) and 

F-measure(F) of all documents by comparing Human13p with different automatic summa

rizatien methods 

--+-~~~~ _ Avg P gvg F 

ProbExp10p 0.49 0.50 0.47 
l 

ProbExp 1 0.56 0.53 l 0.53 

MEAD 
3 l 0.35 0.461 0.38 

OTS j 0.40 l 0.64 0.~8 

Comparison between evidence based model with automated summarizers In fig.8, 

the picture is a bit different. ProbExp10p has maximum overlap with OTS than MEAD. 

ProbK-r p.\ comes next in terms of overlap wi th OTS than MEAD. Here the perfonnanec 

degradation of ProbExp10p and ProbExp 1 is not obvious. 
3 

Like tables l and 2, tables 3 and 4 presen t the average recall, precision and F-measure of aU 

the documents for both human assessors' (Human8p and Human R;) generated summaries 

with automated ones without limiting word limits on RO UGE parameter. In both the tables, 

ProbExp 1 results are consistent for and simílar to human assessors. ProbExp10v is next to 
3 

this. But overall perfonnanec of our evidence based model is higher than OTS and MEAD. 
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Table 4: Average ROUGE-1 (without specífic word limit) Rccall(R), Precision(P) and 

F-measure(F) of all documents by comparing HumanR; with different automatic summa
rization methods 

·~· 

Avgf Avg~+Avg: 
ProbExp10p 

0.64 J 0.45 
0.51 

ProbExp1 0.63 0.44 0 50 
3 

MEAD 0.39 0.38 l 0.36 

OTS 0.47 0.54 0.49 

4. Condusions 

In this work we presented a subjective belief model for ranking sentences aceording to 
their importance from a single document. This evidence based model uses interaction and 
word occurrence among sentences. We presented the effect of a reduced word set for the 
evidence based model on sentence extraction. One of our hypotheses is supported by the 
results which show that a reduced filtered (or purified) data set can increases the signal to 
noise ratio, and can be used for extraction of significant sentences for summarization which 
are almost as good as human analysis. Another observation from this experiment is that 
the summaries generated by the top word set closely resemble the standard summarizers 
rather than the word set having every third word; but the word sets with every third 
word resembles more closely the human annotated results. This suggests that machine 
summarizers are too focussed on the important words, while human summarizers may be 
focusing elsewhere, which is likely to be the content or the meaning. The illustrations 

in the result section also showed that ROUGE score for ProbEXPtop and 
ProbExp I is consistently higher for ali the documents having few er words, w here we have 
considered one third of total words. But performanec started degrading wi th the increase 
in the number of wordsin the documents where we increased the reduction ratio to one 
sixth and one ninth respectively. But it is interesting to notice that with only few words, it 
is still possible to rank the sentences meaningfully aceording to their importance closely 
matching wi th human judgements. Overall, it is clear from the experimental :results that 
PE, the evidence based model, though having hig!Íer complexity, is etfective and consistent 
ín sentence extraction and summarizalion and outperforms the other standard summarizers 
wi th only one third of the words; thus reducing complexi ty to a greater ex te nt. 

The high complexi ty of belief based model is al so the is sue that w e encountered. Though 
wehave obtained good performanec with our algorithm with a reduced word set, we are 
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working on further improvements. There are some methods to reduce the computational 
complexíty of the state space which is similarly used in fuzzy measures, called the K
additivity method [4 J. W e als o aim to improve the etfectiveness (or accuracy) of the belief 
based model by data filtration (or reduction), some initial results have already been shown 
here in the form of reduced data sets in our experiments on significant sentence extraction 
and summarization. 
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